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Primal Pro Series Olympic
Smith Machine

£1,760.00

Product Images

Short Description

A smooth movement is essential for any commercial Smith machine whether you use for chest press, squats
or even shoulder presses. With it's commercial grade bearings, the travel is very smooth and easy - whatever
the weight you put on the bars.

With a knurled grip on the bar, spotter catchers you can set in a number of positions to get your desired
height and 6 weight horns for Olympic weights, the Primal Pro Series Olympic Smith Machine can be used at
home or in commercial gyms. The bar weighs in at 20kg, you get an extended frame depth to accommodate
any bench and it is finished off in a matte black colour.

Using A Smith Machine
A great way to get to grips with squats and chest press if you're working out on your own, as the safety
catches work by rotating the bar slightly to catch the pegs. This means you can use heavier weights when
you're on your own either at home or in the gym.

Primal Strength have manufactured the Pro Series Olympic Smith system to a high standard, but the price
offers excellent value for money.

Key Features
20kg, 30mm Knurled Bar
Closed-Bush Bearings and Olympic Sleeves
Commercial Grade Smith machine
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Heavy Duty 11 gauge/3mm steel frame
250kg Frame Capacity
Extended Cage Depth to Accommodate Any Bench
11 Laser-cut Rack Holes
6 Olympic Disc Holders

 

Additional Information

SKU PSSS0006

Weight 120.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty Lifetime Frame. Full Commercial - Two Years Parts

Made From 11 gauge/3mm commercial-grade steel

Additional Features 11 Laser-cut Rack Holes for a Wide Range of Bar and
Spotter Supports

Width Dimensions 2200mm

Height Dimensions 2170mm

Depth Dimensions 1310mm
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